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UBS patented Aluminium Hoist Common
Tower system allow comprehensive hoisting
facilities to be installed on new build and
renovation projects with minimum
interference to the construction programme

Common Tower Hoist System. How do you solve the high rise construction dilemma of
maximising access for personnel and materials whilst minimising the impact on the building?.
UBS have a patented answer; their Aluminium Hoist Common Tower system. UBS Common
Towers allow comprehensive hoisting facilities to be installed on new build and renovation
projects with minimum interference to the construction programme.
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The use of Common Towers
maximises the capability for Related stories
increased access whilst minimising
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the quantity and size of openings into the building.
with UBS access
1] Hoist Towers for goods, passenger and material hoists up to solutions
UBS offers the
300m.
2] Aluminium components allow assembly into Common Tower experience to provide
effective and innovative
and run back structures for the safe transfer of personnel and
hoist and access
materials.
solutions
3] Allows concentration of hoisting facilities into one common
structure permitting maximum utilisation of mechanised handling Complete service for
high rise hoists and
facilities.
access
4] Reduces the number of cladding panels left out for access.
UBS provides a
Testimonial.
complete service for the
Carillion's construction manager [on the Beetham Tower specification, supply and
Project] Jack Headland; 'The biggest benefit of the UBS common installation of a range of
high capacity personnel
tower is that it is such a neat arrangement that even running four and material hoists for all
hoists, it only requires one set of ties to the building'.
forms of construction
'It reduces the number of cladding panels we have to leave off where access is required
during construction, so it makes life so much simpler for us at the
end of the day'.
'It also confines loading activities to a much smaller area so it improves working efficiency'.
'It has been a massive advantage to us on a large project like this.'

Need a specialist crane?
UK based bespoke crane
manufacturer Also offer
spares and maintenance
www.butterleyengineering.com

Midland Cranes
UK Suppliers of
Self-erecting and
Top-slewing(City) Tower
cranes
www.MidlandCranes.co.uk

Tower Crane Hire
Saddle jib, luffing jib & self
erecting tower crane hire
www.tower-crane.co.uk

Jobs in heavy lifting
Contact us now for
banksman jobs crane co
ordinators and supervisors
www.4uRecruitment.co.uk

Lifting?Try our Hoist
van mounted, compact,
safe, cheap! 400kg to
20m, 200kg to 30m
www.powerliftingservices.co.uk
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